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	Most anywhere in the developed world, I can use a small rectangular piece of plastic,
	issued to me by a bank I have never visited, to obtain local currency or purchase
	goods and services directly from a merchant. The cashier and I may not even speak a
	common language, and the face of my card may look quite different from those carried
	by locals, but the cashier will nevertheless recognize my card as an acceptable
	form of payment. My account may be measured in a different currency unit from
	the merchant’s, but no haggling over foreign exchange rates needs to take place. Although
	my bank may be on the opposite side of the world and closed for the night,
	the cashier can insert my card into a small, relatively inexpensive terminal and in a
	few seconds receive what amounts to a guarantee of payment. Even if our respective
	banks participate in entirely different banking systems, that merchant will have
	access to those funds, converted to local currency, generally within a day.


	It is perhaps a sign of the increasing rate of technological change that we, after a
	relatively short period of time, have ceased to find this surprising. Fifty years ago,
	paying for goods and services outside your local area typically required the use of
	pre-purchased local currency or travelers cheques, and if you ran out, your options
	for obtaining more funds away from home were limited. Today, we hardly think
	twice about leaving home with nothing but a payment card, and rarely reflect on
	how these little bits of plastic, as well as the systems they access, have fundamentally
	changed the ways in which we exchange monetary value. As with countless
	other technological innovations, we have come to regard these electronic payment
	networks as “normal” or even “natural.”


	But there is nothing “natural” about electronic payment systems. Although those
	born after the 1990s might never have known a time without them, payment cards
	and the electronic networks they activate went through an explicit process of creation
	and adoption, a process which actively shaped these systems into what they
	are today. If one wants to understand why these systems ended up the way they did,
	one first needs to understand their origins, and how decisions made in their early
	years fundamentally shaped the way they evolved.
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Learning RStudio for R Statistical ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	If you need to create and manage complex statistical analysis projects, this book could be a catalyst for great things. In clear, practical chapters it teaches you how to employ Rstudio's powerful features to perform R statistical computing.


	Overview

	
		A complete practical tutorial for RStudio, designed...
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Handbook of Nanoscience, Engineering, and Technology, Second Edition (The Electrical Engineering Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2007
The first edition of the Handbook of Nanoscience, Engineering, and Technology was published in early 2003, reflecting many of the nanoscience possibilities envisioned by Richard Feynman in his 1959 address, “There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom.” In his address, Feynman speculated about what might be on the molecular scale, and...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Have music, movies, podcasts, contacts, and photos right in your pocket!
The iPod and iTunes have revolutionized how we enjoy music, and this bestselling guide has kept up with every twist and turn. Here's how to use the newest iPods, set up iTunes on your Mac or PC, purchase music and movies, rip CDs, organize your media library, make the most...
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The Apache Modules Book: Application Development with Apache (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
The Apache Web Server (commonly known as "Apache") is, by most measures, the leading server on the Web today. For ten years it has been the unrivaled and unchallenged market leader, with approximately 70 percent of all websites running Apache. It is backed by a vibrant and active development community that operates under the umbrella of...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 ReplicationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Replication is for MS database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2008. This book will also cover advanced topics like replication with heterogeneous databases, backup and recovery of replicated databases, database mirroring with...
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Computational Nonlinear Morphology: With Emphasis on Semitic Languages (Studies in Natural Language Processing)Cambridge University Press, 2001
"I would recommend it as a useful source of inspiration for researchers in the field..."   Computational Linguistics     

       By the late 1970s, phonologists, and later morphologists, had departed from a linear approach for describing morphophonological operations to a nonlinear one. Computational models, however, remain...
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